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WINTERWISHES
The 11th annual Winter Wishes rally returned to an
in-person format, and with that came a return to the
usual on-the-boots fun and challenges in operating
the biggest ASB event of the year.

Visit
@bhsbearwitness for
our previous coverage of
the Winter Wishes rally.

Reese Gardner • illustrations by Finn Albano

BEHIND THE SCENES AT THE BIGGEST RALLY OF THE YEAR

REESE GARDNER

Student Life Editor

t 6 a.m. Dec. 10 as student leaders walked
A
in sweatpants and layers of sweatshirts and
flannel — it’s a themed day, but it’s also fitting

JULY - SEPTEMBER

NOVEMBER

Wishful thinking
• The wishes form closes at
the beginning of November, and Dreux sortss all of
the wishes into categories

for the cozy vibe that they’re aiming for in the
return of the 11th annual Winter Wishes. Some
students even have blankets and coffee. For one
of the biggest days of the year for ASB and for
Branham, it's peacefully calm.
It’s dark outside, but the lights in the ASB
room shine bright. The room smells of donuts
and there is a a quiet buzz of conversations
around the room. Moments later, junior Justine
Dreux starts to draw the service class's attention
to the front of the room.
Winter Wishes ground zero
Dreux, a member of the ASB Service class,
is in charge of ASB's biggest event of the year.
Though planning starts in the summer, the
morning's work is the culmination of hundreds
of hours of work in meetings, funding gifts and
organizing community support.
Branham was ground zero for the Winter
Wishes rally in 2011, which was then called
Make a Wish Rally. It's seen numerous transitions. What once began as an intimate event
that was able to fit all students comfortably in
the gym has morphed into a giant rally for 1,950
students that fills nearly every seat in the football stadium.
Organizers of the event have played with several formats to accommodate for the growing
number of students, from splitting the event to
two rallies to holding the rallies in the quad.
Winter Wishes took on visiting 12 students'
homes at the height of school closures in December 2020. ASB hosted a drive-in-themed
movie night a month later to share stories from
that event.
Back to school
Dreux and the ASB team's plan on the morning of the rally was to start a runthrough at 8
a.m. and attempt to have two full runthroughs
of the event, and preferably off-script.
The team barely got through a full rehearsal on
the field, and ASB members were visibly cranky
— it was a cold morning.
As students began moving baskets and items
into the field, some notice graffiti throughout the school, a mix of cryptic symbols and
anti-Semitic references. Hillman gets on the
phone with Principal Cheryl Lawton and the
custodial staff, who with the help of early bird
juniors Zach Van Gelden and Colin Paik clean
up and paint over the graffiti before most students even noticed it was there.
Back in the ASB room, senior treasurer Nico
Morrone and Justine Dreux explain jobs and assignments to student sections.
The decor group heads to the cafeteria with
a singular pair of scissors and two rolls of duct
tape, while other groups like tech gather materials and begin to set up the field, placing down
speakers and lining them up to the mic at the
middle of the football field. They set up the banners and posters that wouyld
Community support
To fund Winter Wishes, which has a budget
upwards of $10,000 to run, student fundraising
is essential. Each of the nine service groups, divided as to have one "big" rally wish, has to go
on two successful fundraising expeditions seek-

Justine Dreux
Junior

• A Winter Wishes committee of students, parents
and staff reviews the list
and pares the hundreds of
wishes down to 40- to- 50

Organizing, and organizing meetings
Junior Justine Dreux begins to sort through organizing documents from previous years' rallies, and creates documents
and forms for the current Winter Wishes rally. She creates

• Each group is picks and
presents their top three
wishes, and share their
budget, fundraising ideas
and how to make their
part of the rally experience
meaningful.

sponsorship forms and starts to send emails and gets donation letters ready for the community.
She also meets meets regularly with Christina Hillman and
the ASB Service executive team.

• The teams then seek out
donations and sponsorships from at least two
community groups.

OCTOBER
Gathering wishes and
making
themselves known
• In mid-October, a Winter
Wishes form is sent out
to teachers to share with
their Outreach classes
asking students to make
wishes big and small. The
Service class then puts
together section leaders.
There are 10 groups with
four- to- five members
each.

FINAL WEEKS
Scripts and
gift granting
• Teams start to work on scripts
and how the wishes are going to
be presented at the rally.
• Poster awork is created and
posted on the day of the rally.
• The teams provide rally logistics,
including here each class will sit.
• The Service and Spirit classes
collaborate on planning Winter
Wishes week activities.
• It's showtime.

• Freshmen in ASB receive
a rally orientation.
• Students begin figuring out COVID protocol
and map out their rally
logistics.

RALLYING
THE
TROOPS

Justine Dreux's work preparing for Winter
Junior
Wishes starts early in the summer, sorting through

the documents of rallies past, Google Forms and documents. Even before Winter Wishes, she was and has
been a very organized person.
The stress of junior year serves as a backdrop — Dreux
is taking three AP classes on top of organizing the biggest rally of the year. She's a project manager whose job
is also to be a student.
“I think that was the biggest challenge for me, making sure to get everything done while also doing all my
schoolwork and keeping up with everything else that I

was doing," Dreux said.
Dreux is responsible for the daily agendas, lists and gets
updates on the progress of each of the nine teams Dreux
also created a document students could use and refer to
with a daily agenda and a list of things that needed to get
done and a list of things to come.
“Everything that the teams needed was on that Doc
and I think that helped a lot," she said.
Her predecessor, Anwesha Mishra had run Winter
Wishes during the height of the pandemic in 2020 and
2019. Watching Mishra organize the event with her
teams gave Dreux the confidence to lead the event as

her successor.
“I just like finally getting to work on winner wishes after seeing two years worth of it being run,” Dreux said, “I
knew what I wanted to do and why I was doing it kind
of and that was the motivation.”
Outside of her AP U.S. History, AP Calculus, AP English Language courses, Winter Wishes was her priority.
But because classwork came first, it was hard to make
room in her schedule sometimes.
“There was a lot of work that was due at that moment
and when our Wishes technically weren't.” Dreux said,
“So a lot of the work for Winter Wishes got pushed

back, push back, push back. But I would do just a little
bit every week.”
Comfort in friends
Dreux said her friends provided emotional support
during her most stressful times in the fall. She turned
to drawing, music or find ways to hang out with friends.
“Just knowing that they were there if I did ever need
any definitely helped to ease my stress, and I did use
their help a few times."
She knew that having a healthy work-life balance was
essential in ensuring that she would emerge from or-

ganizing the rally unscathed. When there was a natural
stopping point, she would try to focus on herself, "something, anything, but it would definitely help me to set
boundaries.”
Seeking advice
When Dreux didn't have the answers, she knew that
Activities Director Christina Hillman often did. Hillman has helped organize Winter Wishes the past five
years.
"Hillman can usually answer the questions,” Dreux said
The last week leading up to the rally was a whirlwind

ing out community sponsorships and donations.
They also organize the smaller fundraisers with
See's Candy and the book donation event back
in November.
The goodwill the ASB has earned from previous Winter Wishes rallies has reaped benefits in
gaining new donors.
“We're very fortunate that we have a lot of
community support," said Activities Director
Christina Hillman. "So usually, it's not an issue
for us to just kind of increase our budget more
than we had intended.”
Trust in each other
Dreux said that the Service group also knows
how to get things done by helping each other to
solve problems. Each team has its own lead and
a somewhat set budget. If there are issues with
ordering items or if the team goes over budget,
the issue usually is resolved before it reaches her.
“They usually take care of whatever needs to be
done," Dreux said.
Such confidence in the teamwork comes from
much pre-planning and coordination, and trust
built from hours of work and the coordination
of tasks, from interviewing potential gift recipients to updating spreadsheets on the status of
budgets.
“There's a basis of trust and by trust I mean,
the executive team trusts Hillman and Hillman
trusts the executive team,” Dreux said, “The class
trusts the executive team and the class trusts
Hillman, and Hillman trusts the class to trust
each other.”
Hillman feels likewise, saying despite initial
fears of moving the rally to the football field
from the more intimate school gym, especially
after having a pandemic Winter Wishes, students rose to the challenge.
“Everyone put a lot of thought, effort, and
energy into making sure that things ran very
smoothly and that they were really on top of
everything," she said. "They really put a level of
care into everything that I think makes a really
successful program.”
Special deliveries
Just a few hours before the start of the rally, as
leaders run through their first and only rehearsal, Activities Director is making phone calls trying to locate the delivery of the matching flannels for the ASB crew.
Meanwhile, students empty the ASB room
and now occupy the field, putting up posters,
moving furniture, and setting up tents for gift
distribution. As a football field rally is a first for
the team, they set up two tents tents to provide
a place to transition between gifts, and to store
away unused items.
Baskets are laid out in advance, with placeholder boxes for the more expensive items such
as iPads and laptops, partly to deter theft, and
partly because some items, such as the iPad Pro
for senior Audry Nguyen, the Bear Witness artistic editor, have not arrived yet.
Students in the tents are equipped with walkie
talkies, queueing up items and posters describing gifts during the rally.
Moments before the end of the runthrough
and before the first wave of students arrive for
the rally, Hillman receives a call from the office
informing her that the flannel shirts have been
delivered. She rushes on her golf cart with the
surprise red flannel shirts for her students.
It was a small moment of chaos in an otherwise
calm and busy morning.

for Dreux, as she said she said there were "at least 30
different things" that needed to be done at any point.
The rally was a blur for Dreux, but also calm, as the
work she'd spent since June organizing was playing out
on the field.
“I didn't think the rally was happening that day. But
when everyone was arriving, I realized it was definitely
happening today," Dreux said. “And then the rally happened and I was like, whoa, that just happened, and I felt
a really huge sense of pride, but also like, wow, it's over.”
—Reese Gardner

